The transmission characteristics of cer tain structures belonging to the class of corrugated guides are calculated b y means of a new m ethod . It is ass umed t hat the guid e wa velength always is much greater tha n the corrugation con st a nt (D, + D2 in fig. 1 ). The periodical structure of the guide is therefore r eplaced by a quasi-homogeneous, but anisotropic m edium .
Introduction
Many periodic structures can be classifi ed under the heading "corrugilJecl guide." In th is class are, for instance, the " disk guide," the " disk loaded waveg uide," the "corrugated waveguide, " the wire fitted with itnnular grooves and the " ring-element guide" (figs. 1 to 5) . These types of guide have man y potentialities in communi cations.
The disk guide (fi g. 1) which consists of an axial stack of insulated m ctallic rings of such radial dimension that no electromagnetic field can exist outside the rin gs, can b e used as a transmission p a th for the H OI-mode. Of the H OJ -mode in the circular waveguide, it is known that its attenuation decreases with in creasin g frequ ency. An itttenuation sufficiently low for communication purposes is obtain ed, however, only for a wavelength sm all with re pect to the guide diameter. With an inn er diameter of the circular waveguid e of 5 cm and a wavelength t-o= 6 mm th e attenuation of the H OI -mode is 0.134 N jkm. With sufficiently small attenuation of the H al-mode m any other modes are capable of existence in t he waveguide, however. Th ese undesired modes can be excited by the H ot-mode, if at any place the waveguide deviates from its round and straight form . Such undesired modes, however, hitve a velocity oth er than the H OI -mode and the n ext inhomogeneity of the waveguide converts part of them back to the H OI -mode so thitt signal distortion comes about. By strong attenuation of the parasitic modes such reconversion and resultant signal distortion can be avoided. With transmission by means of the Hot-mod e a guide is thus desired along which the H OJ -mode has the same propagating properties as in a circular homogeneous waveguide and where the undesired modes are strongly attenuated. This is possible with the disk guide.
The disk lo aded waveguide ( fig. 2 ) is used as a linear accelerator. The corrugated Witveguide ( fig. 3 ) is used as a flexible waveguide. The wire with annular grooves ( fig. 4 ) presents, if the groove depth is small with respect to the wavelength, similar properties itS the Goubau guide and, if it is large, it can likewise serve as a delay lin e. Like the disk guide tbe ring-elemen t guide ( fig . 5 ) consists of an axial stack of insula ted metallic rings, but it has another arbitrary outer medium and therefore an electromagnetic field is possible also outsiel e the rings .
The ring-elemen t guide is thus a generalization of the di sk guide an d the disk 10l1ded waveguide, and it can likewise be used for transmi ssion with the H OI-mode. The paper [1] 2 gives a good review of the principal theories known so far concerning corrugated guides. The papers [2] to [5] deserve to be mentioned in particular as individual articles. Because of the complicated boundary conditions an exact solution of Maxwell's equations is very difficult with corrugated guides.
For the case that the corrugation eonstant is far smaller than the guide wavelength (Dr+ D2< <"' ;I.), the author has used in the papers [6] to [8] a new method of calculating the transmission characteristics of corrugated guides. It introduces a quasi-homogeneous, but anisotropic medium and offers the advant,age that in each region Maxwell's equations can be solved easily and the boundary conditions can be met with ease. In this paper the mathematical method shall be briefly recapitulated and the results of the papers [6] to [8] summarized.
. Mathematical Approach
Let us consider the disk guide of figure 1. For the disk separation Dr + D2, the thickness Dr of the dielectric, and the axial thickness D2 of the disks there shall hold the inequalities Dr+ D2« ' ;I., The medium in the region a<r< 00, which is termed medium 1 herein has a periodic structure with respect to the axial coordinate z and therefore is inhomogeneous. Besides the medium has a different structure in the direction z than in the directions cp and r. The medium is therefore anisotropic as well.
If fl, mode is exciLed in Lhe region O< r< a (medium 0), the medium 1 can be considered as quasi-homogeneous because of the inequali ty (1). Dielectric constant and permeability of this quasi-homogeneous, but anisotropic medium 1 are found from the following consideration (see also [6] and [9] ).
If the mod e excited in medium 0 has an electric field only in a circular direction and a magnetic field in th e axial and radial directions (lIon-mode), no energy will be capable of propagating in the direction r, because of the inequality (2) . At the place r=a current will flow in a circular direction. For this current, i.e., in parallel to the disk, the medium 1 is a conductor with the conductivity (4) or the dielectric constant (5) The permeability in the direction z, i.e., perpendicularly to the disks, is given by the permeability of the dielectric and that of the metal. If dielectric and metal have the permeability J.Lo of space, there holds accordingly (6) If the mode excited in medium 0 has a magnetic field only in a circular direction, and a n electrical field in axial and radial directions (E on-mode), energy is capable of propagating between the disks in the direction r. Because of ineq uali ty (3) , the metal is field-free. Pel'-pendicularly to the disks the medium 1 therefore has the dielectric co nstant
D1+ D2
E z= E i Dl ' and in parallel to them the permeabili ty D l
Since medium 1 has the same stru cture in the directions cp and r, the dielec tric cons tan t E p and the permeability J. L p hold also for the directions cp and r. In the coordinate system r, cp, Z, the dielectric constant and the permeability in medium 1 are thus tensors as follows r t p 0 °l El =l :
In medium 0 the solution of Maxwell's equations is generally known . Because of the eqs (4) to (10) Maxwell's equations can be easily solved also in the medium 1, as shown in [6] . In the same way the boundary conditions at the point r=a can now be satisfied with ease.
In calculating the transmission properties of the ring-element guide, the approach is exactly the same as with the disk guide. The difference is merely t.he limited extension of the quasi-homogeneous anisotropic medium which in turn is surrounded by an a, rbitrary outer medium. The ring-element guide thus is the more general case. The disk-loaded waveguide develops from the ring-element guide, if the outer medium is a conductor.
Because of the general importance of the ring-element guide the equation set up in [7] for calculating the propagation constants of the individual modes has been stated once more in the eqs (83) and (84) of the annex.
. General Considerations
'Vith all form s of guide shown in figs. 1 to 5, unlike waveguides, each mode type if! a combination of an E-mode and an II-mode, even when losses are neglected. An exception is merely the rotation-symmetrical modes. Accordingly tbe modes with m 7""0 are here termed HE-modes or Ell-modes. The first letter identifies always the mode type that prevails. With the HE-modes the H-ty pe thus prevails and with the EH-modes the E-type.
Only the rotation-symmetrical II-modes have thus no axial electric field. As mentioned above, no energy can thus be transported by these modes between the rings in the direction r;
energy will penetrate into medium 1 mer ely corresponding to the conductivity Kp .
Wi th the other modes, however, plenty of en ergy can penetrate into medium 1 because of the presence of the aA'ial electric field. If the dielectric between the rings has no losses and if those of the metal are neglected, modes will propagate between the rings in a radial direction without attenuation. With the disk guide these modes receive power from the mode traveling in the region 0 <r<a, as figure 6 shows. In m edium 1 the connecting line of the poin ts of .equal phase is oblique with r espect to the a)'.'ls z. There exists an aA'"l.al and a radial phase velocity. This fact corresponds also to the solution of Maxwell's equations in the anisotropic m edium 1, wh er e a mode propagating in the directions rand z is obtained although the thickness of the metallic disks has been assumed as very large with respect to that of the equivalent conducting layer. With the lossless disk guide all modes with an axial electric fi eld thus are attenuated by radiation. It is advisable to classify the mode types in the ber e consider ed guide forms by phase velocities, for there exist as well mode types whose phase velocity Vp exceeds the velocity e, f light c, as others whose phase velocity Vp is less. Modes with a phase velocity vp>c are termed herein as a rule "waveguide modes" and may be IIEmn-modes as well as EIImn-modes. In the same way as with circular waveguides, the subscript m here refers to the circular, and the subscript n to t.he radial dependence of the field. Modes with a phase velocity vp<c give the guide the char acter of a delay line and can be only EIIm-modes. The subscript 11 is here dropped as a rule, for in this case, unlike the waveguide modes, there exists for each m only one mode wi th a particular field configuration. In exceptional cases vp>c is possible even with the EHrn-modes.
An essential point with the modes is their capability of eA'istence; with the modes with vp>c it differs from that wi th the modes with vp<c. With some types of guides it turns out, for instance, that wavegui de modes are capable of existence only if the total loss exceeds a certain limit which depends on frequency, mode type, material constants, and dimensions of the respective guide.
As an example for the existence capability of the modes let us now consider the ring-elemen t guide. Neglectin g, for instance, t he losses due to the rings and the insulation between rings, only sueh waveguide modes can exist, with the exception of the Hon-modes, for which (11 ) The eigmwalue koa can be taken from the eqs (13), (18), and (22) to (24) .
If the inequality (11) holds, the negative sign must always be chosen with the radial propagation constant in the outer medium that is given by (12)
The energy then propagates into the outer medium.
If the inequality (11) does not hol d, the losses of the rings and the insulation must be also considered, followed by checking whether there results a value ko with positive real and imaginary parts and in addition a value kz with positive imaginary part. If such is not the case, the respective waveguide mode is not capable of existence. W' ith high losses of the ou ter medium the inequality (11) is always met and the losses of the rin gs can be n eglected with all waveguide modes except the H on-modes. Th eir losses arc given by those at the inside of the guide (see eq (31)) .
If the outer medium and the dielectric between the rings arc free of losses, hence are fliT' for instan ce, the losses of the rings must be taken into account for ch ecking the existen ce of the waveguide modes and calculating their losses. The existence of the waveguide modes then depends in turn upon wheth er the aforementioned conditions for ko and k2 arc satisfied . At any r ate the positiv e sign must now be chosen in eq (12), i.e ., 7c2 ha,s a positive real par t and energy flows into the rings from all sides. As a rule, however , the losses of the rings will not s uffice to secm e the existence of waveguide modes. An exception is merely the H on-modes which arc capable of existence, even if all losses fLre n eglected. Apart from the H on-mocl es the loss-free ring-elem ent guide thus h as merely modes wiLh vv< c, i .e. , Eo or EH",-modes (m ~ 0) and Lherefore is a delay line as a rule.
Like waveguide modes, modes with vp< c are not capable of existence with any outer m edium. Examples in point are the disk loaded waveguide and the corrugated waveguide, which develop from the ring-element guide, if the outer medium is metal. In these guid. es no modes ar e possible except waveguide modes, if the corrugation depth is small with r espect to wavelength >-"0' Only with a corrugation depth that is large with respect to the wavelength >-"0 waveguide modes are possible as well as modes with v1,< c (see section 6) .
If wi th the ring-element guide the losses of the dielectric b etween the ring are so large that the fields cannot penetrate beyond th e rings, the regions O <r<a and b<r< co are deco upled with respect to each other. For an excitation in the region O <r<a the ring-element guide acts now as a disk guide. With an excitation in the space b<r< ro surface modes are obtained on the ring-element guide. Either mode can be calculated from the general eqs (83) and (84). With high losses of the insulation between the rings the ring-element guide thus will act as waveguide or surface mode guide, depending on the excitation. Let us now pro ceed to a study of the various guide varieties.
. Ring-Element Guide

Formulas for the Propagation Constants of the Waveguide Modes
As mentioned above, the ring-clem ent guide is a generalization of the disk guide, disk loaded waveguide, and corrugated waveguide. For this r eason let us b egin by stating the formulas for the propagation constants of the modes in the rin g-elem ent guide. The formulas for the propagation constants of the modes in the other guide types are then obtained as specific cases.
With the ring-element guide no generally valid closed formulas exist for the propagation constants of the modes, but such formulas can b e calculated under certain assumptions and the essential properties of the guide can so be explained, as was don e in detail in [7] .
Under the assumptions there is according to [7] where 
In calculating f3 and a of the Hon-modes and HEmn-modcs with 1 8H I< <1 set X= (Jmn in all ~uations. The same holds in calculating (3 and a of the Eon-mode and EHmn-modc with 1 8151< <1. At very high frequencies, i.e., for large a/Ao, the Eon-modcs a nd Ellmn-modcs th us have the eigenvalue (J mn or rather (J m(n-I) (n ~ 1) and accordingly a phase consLanL approaching that of the HEmn-modes or rather HEm(n_ I)-modes (n~l) (cf. cq (16», viz, at very high frequencies the electrical field configuration of thc Eo n-modes and EHm n-modes is pract.ically the arne as that of the magnetic field with the corresponding l-1o(n-I) -modes and HErn (n-I)-modes (n~l ). In calculating f3 and a of the customary Eon-modes and EH mn-modcs with 1 8151« 1 there mu t be sct X= Xmn in all equations. Z11/Z 0 and Za/Z o give the influence of the wall and the outer m edium onto the waveguid e modes, for ZH/ZO is the ratio of the radial field characterisLic impedance of Lhe wall to Lhat of space with the IIon-modes (sec eq (19» . Sin ce these modes have only a circular elecLric field in parallel to the rings, no field peneLl'ates beLween the rin gs, and with ZIf/ZO there appears as dielectl'ic consLant merely E 1 != K p /jw, the outer medium having no influence. Accordin g to eq (2 7) Z a/Zo is the input impedan ce of a guide terminated into Lhe impedance ZA, as referred to the field charactel'isLic imp edan ce Z oo This guide has here the characteristic impedan ce ZE and the electrica.llength ·, h /E o iI, if E t is r eal.
The magnitude Za/Zo can thus b e calculated with the aid of the known SmiLh chart, wher e, as a fun ction of d, the aforedescribed input impedance lies always on a circle, if Ei is real and the losses in the metal are n eglected. In the same way as the quantity ZJl/Z o appcars with the H on-modes, the quantity Z a/Z o shows up with the Eon-modes, sin ce they have an axial electric field perpendicularly to th e rin gs and the field therefor e can issue between the rings into the outer r egion (see eqs (20) and (2 1» . The Eo n-modes can thus b e affectcd very heavily by the outer medium. From the eqs (16), (17) , and (19) to (2 1) there r esults thus for the phase and atten uation constants with the H on-modes (30) ( 3 1) and with the Eon-modes 
In eq (31) there denotes
the attenuation constant of the Hon-modes in the homogeneous waveguide. The phase and attenuation constants f3E and O'E refer to the Eon-modes vvith l8 E I< < 1. The quantities ~E and aE relate to the Eon-modes with 18 E I< < 1. With FaCx) «1 (37) the root in the eqs (23) to (25) can be expanded into a series and after insertion of eqs (22) to (24) into eq (17) there is found
Zo
lT mn lT mn Za (38) a f30a
where O'HE the attenuation constant with the HEmn-modes, O'EH that with the EHmn-modes (18E I< < 1) and aEfl that with the EHmn-modes with 18 E I< < l.
From the eqs (38) to (40) one obtains also the well-known atten uation formulas of the modes in the homogeneous waveguide, equating Za = ZH and D1 = 0.
An example is to show, when the phase and attenuation constants with horizontal stroke on top hold, hence when the eqs (34), (35), and (40) are valid. With the homogeneous waveguide there is Za = ZJl and D1 = 0, as mentioned. There results accordingly from the eqs (20), (21), and (26) 18E I= 15.4 and 1 8 E I= 0.045 for the E o2-mode in the homogeneous waveguide, i .e., x02 = 5.52 and <Tol =3 .83, with a= 2.5 cm, Ao = O.Ol mm, K= 57 X 10 4 mho/cm (copper), i.e., the eqs (34) and (35) are valid. Since Z a/Zo will mostly be greater than ZH/ZO, the eqs (34) and (35) will hold with the ring-element guide even with a wavelength in excess of Ao= O.Olmm. From the eqs (39) and (4 0) the following interesting function of the attenuation of the Eonmodes (n'>"'!) and EHmn-modes (n'>"'l) in the homogeneous waveguide results thus: (Za = ZH' Dl = 0). Initially, according to eq (39), starting at a very high value at the cutoff frequency the attenuation decreases with increasing frequency, subsequently it passes through a minimum and rises again. Thereafter the attenuation must pass through a maximum, since, according to eq (40), it decreases again for sufficiently high fr equencies. With the ring-element guide the attenuation/frequency curve is basically the same, but additional variations will come about because of the quantity Za/ZO which, according to eq (27), is approximately periodical as a function of frequency. With respect to the attenuation constants of the Ho n-modes of eq (31) there can further be stated that the roo t term in a certain way takes into account the penetration of the field between the rings and that, because of the inequality (2), the radiation damping can mostly be neglected with the thicknesses d encountered in practice.
As mentioned above, an essential point is the capability of existence of the modes. Inserting eq (13) into the inequality (11) yields that with a real € i and neglecting of the ring losses there are capable of existence only the Eon-modes, HEmn-modes , and EHmn-modes (m,>",O) for which (41) 4 
.2 . Application of the Ring-Element Guide a s a Mode Filter in Transmission With the H OI-Mode
The influence of the outer medium onto the waveguide modes is the greater, the stronger the axial electric fi eld of the waveguide modes, i. e., an outer medium with high losses will attenuate the EHmn-modes far more than the HEmn-modes. With use of the ring-element guide as a mode filter in transmission with the HOI-mode the attenuation of the EHmn-modes is always sufficient. It is, therefore, important so to design the guide that also the HEmn-modes are attenuated as strongly as possible. In calculating the loss of the HEmn-modes the losses of the rings and the dielectric between them can be neglected, if the outer medium has high losses, i.e., it is possible to set K= ro and thus ZHI2o = 0. From the eqs (17) and (22 ) maximum attenuation results then for Fa(O"mn)= l, i. e., if ZalZ o is real and has a certain value. For a r eal ~i one obtains therefore from the eqs (25), (27 ), (28), and (29) the following design rules for maximum attenuation of the HEmn-modes:
The quantities U and V are the real and imaginary parLs of ZA IZo and ther efore calculated according to eq (29) from
From the eqs (17 ) and (22) the maximum attenuation results then as
Equation (46) shows that the maximum attenuation is inversely proportional to the square of the inner radius of the ring-element guide and inversely proportional to frequency The higher thus the frequency, the lower the maximum attenuation . Neglecting the term (m IO"mn)2 the maximum attenuation is proportion al to m (m= 1,2,3, etc.). It should here be noted that the material constants of the outer medium do not appear in eq (46) . Since with the eqs (42) to (44) ~i was assumed as real and the losses due to the rings were not taken into account, the inequality (41) must, of course, always be satisfied.
Equation (44) shows that always only for one O"mn, i.e., for one mode, the conditions for maximum attenuation can be satisfied. The condition eq (44) can be interpreted as kind of a matching condition .
An example may show the application of eqs (42) to (46). Let us assume that a ringelement guide is to be found with maximum attenuation of the HE12-mode. This mode is excited with particular ease by the H OI-mode in a homogeneous waveguide whenever it deviates from its straight circular shape and it has a relatively low attenuation.
Given are the following data: 'While in the above example the increase in attenuation over the homogeneous waveguide is very high with the HEwmode, this holds no longer for the other HEln-modes. If, however, maAimum attenuation of It specific mode is no longer demanded, an appropriate dimensioning of the ring-element guide allows a design that the attenuation values of a number of HEmn-mode approach more closely their maximums.
Another interesting point is the basic attenuation/frequency curve of ft HEmn-mode. For the dimensions calculated in the example, the figure 7 shows the attenuation of the HEwmode as a function of..j Ed E O d/Ao with a fixed..J Ed E O el, i.e., as a function of frequency. Here, however, there must be DI = D2< 0.2 mm, to have inequality (1) satisfied for all frequencies stated in figure 7 . With the maximum attenuation attainable the curve plotted in figure 7 presents a pointed peak at ..jEd E o d/ Ao = 0.179 (f= 50 kMc/s). The other extremities of the curve are no such peaks, but ordinary maximums. They are all lower than this peak, since according to eq (22) /3oa and thus the frequency is in the denominator of the attenuation constant. On the frequency axis the first maximum is away from the peak by 0.2.5. The subsequent maximums are spaced 0.5 from each other. Since the losses of the rings were neglected, the attenuation at the cutoff frequency is here zero. 
At this point let us also make some statements concerning the capability of existence of the waveguide modes. If the outer medium and the dielectric between the rings are free of losses, the quantity Za/ZO is in the left half-plane of the complex number plane when the ring losses are neglected, according to eq (27) . Only with a consideration of the ring losses and a very large thickness el the quantity Za/Zo lies in the right-hand half of the complex number plane, so that Re (Za/ Zo) > 0, and a sufficient condition is so satisfierl for the capability of existence of waveguide modes. 4 
The term E lIm-modes (m = O, 1, 2, etc.) is understood herein as compnsm g modes of E-character whose fields disappear in the regioll O~1'~a in the axis (1'= 0) or at the point 1'= a at most (the Bessel fu nctions have then no zeros in O< 1'< a). For r> b t he fields disappear only in the infinite. The subscript n therefore can be chopped with these modes. The surface modeR, i.e., modes most of whose fields are outside the guide, hence in the r egion 1'> b, are counted as a rule as EHm-modes. As will b e shown below, t he surface modes with H-<.:haracter have no practical significance because of their high attenuation . As a rule the phase veloci ty of the EHm-modes is less than t he velocity of ligh t. Wi th t he EHm-modes the ring-element guide thus is, as a rule, a delay line. The principal. characteristics of the EHm-modes are obvious already from the special case of the rotation-symmetrical modes (m= O). Let us thus consider above all these modes. With 
T he r oot in eq (50) 
b . Behavior of the Eo-Mode When the Losses are Neglected (E,Ei,1-' Real, /{ = (0 )
The quantity ko/{3o is imaginary, i.e., leo .
-=J TJ {3o (53) and there holds the upper sign in eq (50). The quantity ko/{3o must also be imaginary, i.e.
IC leO )21 >~-1.
For a real J.1,f/ (J. 1,ofO) "" 1 the ring-element guide is a delay line with a periodic band pass character, because of the imaginary ko/{3o and the condition of the inequality (54) . Apart from the H on-modes no wave guide modes are capable of existence. The limi t of the pass band and stop band of the delay line is found from eq (54) with ICko/{3o)2 1= J.1,E!(J.1,ofo)-1 and lies at In the special case J.1,f/ (J. 1,oEO) = 1 there is k2 = ko and eq (50) yields
Also in this case the ring-element guide is a delay line, but without band pass character.
As an example, figure 8 shows the relative eigenvalue TJ with the Eo-mode as a function of ..JEd fOd /Ao for J. 1, = J.1,o, bu t different Ei and f. Figure 8 is to be thought of as continued periodically in the direction of increasing ,1fd fod/Ao, the period amounting to 0.5. Th e mode will travel the slower , the higher the dielectric cons tan t of the outer medium and the closer ZE approaches Zo, i.e., if Dz/Dl is small. With a high Dz/Dl' e.g., for D2/D1= 5, the relative eigenvalue at the beginning of the pass band is almost independent of d/,,-o, but increases the more steeply later on. 
Unlike eq (5 7) the eq (58 ) holds for real J.Lf/ (J. LofO) as well .
and €= €a(l -j tan 0,), and if the ou ter medium has bu t small losses, ther e holds tan 01'+ tan 0,«1. In such case the ima ginary part of the eigenvalue, i .e. , 7J of eq (52) practically agr ees with the solution for a r eal J.Lf. If the outer m edium is very lossy , the real part of the eigenvalue and accordingly the quantity ~ will be larger than in fi gure 9. As an example the fi gure 10 shows the r elative eigenvalue ko/{3o with the E o-mode as a function of d/Ao for €i= €O and f/fO= 5; 5 (l -j 0.3); 5(1-j) . The p eriodic band pass character r emains also in this case, but in the pass bands ther e exist as a rule for each d/Ao two differ en t eigenvalues which are plo tted in the fi gures lOa and lOb . Only with a r eal € ther e r esults only one eigenvalue for each d/Ao, According to fi gure 8 it is imaginary, and therefore it is on th e imaginary axis in fi gure lOb. In :fi gure lOa there is Ikol< f3o and in fi gure lOb Ikol>{3o. 0.5 The solution in figure lOb is more difficult to find (see [7] ) . With ~/~o = 5(1-j 0.3) the solution in figure lOb practically agrees with the values 7J and i; resulting from the dashed curves of the figures Sb and 9b.
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B esides the EHm-modes and the H on-modes which are always capable of existence, even waveguid( modes can propagate, if the inequali ty (41 ) holds (see sec. 4.1 and 4.2).
Special Case a = O, Eo-Mode
For a--70 the ring-element guide changes into the guide discussed in [10] (fi g. 11 , in [10] there ~has indeed b een assumed f.L = f.Lo and ~=~o). With this guide most of the wave energy travels outside indeed, hence in the region r>b, and these modes thus are typical smface modes.
The quanti ty kz and thus the propagation constants of these modes are obtained from equation (S 9) . Ther e r esults that with an outer medium consisting of a dielectric (in particular with ~=~o and f.L = f.Lo) only the Eo-mode is of practical interest. The H o, HEmn, and EHm-modes (m~O ) have very high attenuation and correspond to the spurious modes on the Sommerfeld guide. Compare hereto also the statements in [9] .
For the E o-mode one obtains with f3z= f3n/r-f.L-/"-;(f.L -O-o """ ) from the eq (S9) to (92) for th e calculation of k2
. R ing-element guide with a = O.
Also the ring-element guide with a= O has practically a periodic band pass character. Since k2 always must have a positive imaginary part, there result from eq (5 9) with the lossless guide the stop bands:
and pass bands:
For ~=~o and p, = P,0 the eqs (59) and (6 0) have been stated already in [10] . With one obtains from eq (59)
Without consideration of the losses there are then the sto p bands:
and the pass bands:
A comparison between the inequalities (60) and (63) shows that the inequality (63) IS sufficien tly accurate for practical pqrposes.
After inserting eq (62) in to eq (12) one obtains with
for the phase and attenuation constants with ~=~o and p,=P,0
The eq (68) shows that the phase velocity of the Eo-mode as a rule is less than the velocity of light. In eq (69) the minute losses of the metal at the surface of the guide, i.e., for r= b have been negleeted. The attenuation-versus-frequency response is analogous to the one shown in figure 8 of (9] . Compare hereto also (10] . 
The phase constant practically equals that in the lossless homogeneous waveguide. Corresponding to the eqs (48) and (49) there appears under the assumption
the equation (75) Because of the inequality (74) the Bessel functions have no zeros in O< r< a and the subscript n is therefore not needed. The Eon-mode has ehanged into an Eo-mode. Note that eq (75) agrees with eq (71). With
there is then
Some examples are to show the applications of the eqs (73) and (77) for the E o1-mode and Eo-mode. There is Xon= xor = 2.41. The frequency is always assumed as j = 50 kMcjs, hence Ao = 0.6 cm and the inner radius is a= 2.5 cm.
For D2= 50 Dr and ~d~0 = 3 the inequality (72) is satisfied and there results from eq (73 ) the attenuation cxE = 4.54 X 10-3 N jcm. This attenuation comes about merely by radiation into the inhomogeneous medium and is 72.5 times larger than the attenuation of the Eor-mode in the homogeneous circular copper waveguide.
For
With D2= DJ and Ed E o=3(1-j ) the inequalit ies (74) and (76) are satisfied and there r esults from eq (77) an attenuation O'E = 0.223 N Icm, i. e., 3.55 X 10 3 times as much as t he attenuation of t he E o1-mode in the homogeneous circular copper waveguide. The phase constant is 1.S percent less than that in t he homogeneous waveguide. Compared to the case D 2=50 Dl the propagation constant thus has changed much more strongly r elative to that in the homogeneous waveguide. In particular the attenuation has increased very heavily (sup erior matching of ZE to Zo).
With D z= D J and Ed Eo= 2.5(1 -j) there results then an even higher attenuation, i. e., O'E = 0 .269 Nlcm, since ZE has approached Zo even more. In this case the ph ase constant is 2.1 percent less than that in the homogeneous waveguide.
With the examples for the Eo-mode the fact is remarkable that t he phase velocity is not only greater than t he velocity of light, but also greater than the phase vcloci ty of t he E oc mode in the homogeneous waveguide. rfhis is in contrast to the gener al behavior of th e E o-mode wh ich is ch ar acterized by vp< c (see notes in sec. 4).
Disk Loaded Waveguide and the Corrugated Waveguide (Ring-Element
Guide With E = K/jw and J..I. = 11-0) ' Eon-mode and Eo-mode with Ei = E O and K = co
The eigenvalues for t he modes in the disk-loaded waveguide and corrugated waveguide are obtained from the eqs ( 3) and (S4) by settin g e= K ljw and J.l = J. lo. All formula derived in diseussing the ring-element guide can t hus her e be used as well. To bring out clearly the fundamentals of the disk loaded wave?:uide an d the corru gated waveguide, let u here consider merely the Eon and Eo-modes with Ei = EO, neglectin g the losses (K = co).
As a fIrst step t here results quite gener ally that for (3ob« l no propagatin g mode exist in the disk loaded waveguide and corru gated waveguide, but merely statically attenuated field of th e type of the waveguide fields.
With f3oa« l an d (3ob» 1 , however, charaeter an d very narrow pas bands. the pass bands from the disk lo aded waveguide is a delay line with filter For the Eo-mode ther e resul t th e eigenvalues kG a and
The pass bands ar e given accordingly by
P ar ticularly interesting is the behavior of the line with (3oa» 1. This case shall be considcred alone hereinafter . The eigenvalues koa are now obtained from The figures 12 and 13 present the eigenvalues koa of the E on-modes and the E o-mode as a function of d for a given f3oa, i. e., for a given frequency. The figures 12 and 13 must be t hought of as periodically continued in the direction of increasing d/AD with the period 0.5 , corresponding t o the p eriod of tan f3od. Wit h d= 0 one obtains t he solutions for the homogeneous waveguide. With incr easing d the real koa decreases with the E on-modes and the imaginary !eoa incr eases with the E o-mode, i.e., the mode travels the slower, the higher d. DJ and fixed {3oa .
The presentation is to be thought of as periodically continued with the period 0.5 in the direction of increasing dlAo.
As an example let us once more consider figure 12. All valu es koa> f3G a= 5 give no propagating modes, only statically attenuated fields . This is shown in figure 12 by cross-hatching.
Let us now study more closely the curve marked Eo!. For d= O there results koa= 2.4 , i.e., the eigenvalue of the E ol-mode in the homogeneous waveguide. With increasing d the quantity !eoa decreases (the mode travels more slowly) to reach finally zero for d/Ao= O.ll. The phase velocity of the mode now equals the velocity of light. The curve marked E o! can now be thought of as continued by the curve marked Eo, i.e. , the more d increases, the more the E OJ-mode changes into the Eo-mode whose phase velocity is less than the velocity of light. The guide now is for this mode a delay line, the eigenvalue !eoa is imaginary and increases with increasing d. If we consider the range of validity of the curves in the figures 14 and 15, it is evident that dl AQ can always be so chosen that only one E on-mode is capable of existence. For example, in figure 14 (d = a.jl0) only the Eol-mode is capable of existence with dIAO = 0.08. In figure 15 (d = a/2 Figure 16 shows the well-known field configuration of the Eol-mode in the homogeneous waveguide. The guide wavelength A exceeds the wavelength AO in space. The electrical field is perpendicular to the surface r=a.
In figure 17 there is dIAo= O.l1 and A= AO . The electrical field is not perp endicular to the surface r = a.
The figures 18 and 19 show the field configurations with clIAO= 0.2 . Two solutions exist here for koa, i.e., one for the E 02 -mode and one for the Eo-mode. vVith the EQ~-mode there is A= 6.35 em, hence more than AO ( fig. 18 ) and with the Eo-mode there is A= 1.95 em, hence less than AO (delay line, fig. 19 ). Figure 18 does not represent the full field configuration of the E o2-mode in the homogeneous waveguide ; the electrical field is here not perpendicular to the surface r = a. Figure 19 is similar to figure 17, but the wavelength is smaller. Figure 20 shows the field configuration with clIAO = 0.25. The eigenvalue koa is again associated with the E 02-mode and is 3.83 . The wavelength is therefore A= 4.88 em and thus greater than AO. Since the eigenvalue here agrees with that of the HOI-mode in the homogeneous waveguide, the electrical fi eld configuration is here the same as that of the magnetic field with the H OI-mode. The magnctic field lines are circles around tbe z-axis.
Th e electrical field is perpendicular to the surface r = O.83a, but no longer perpendicular to the surface r = a. vVith Lhe corrugated waveg uide, which is often used in practice as a flexible guide section, f30d always i very smal l. The eigenvalues koa therefore are n ear the eigenvalues X On.
Corresponding to eq (13 ) there is then equated koa = xo,,+ 8 E • 'Vith f j = €O and K -700 eq (2 0) yields f30a D, ,1
This reveals that a corrugated waveg uide with the inner radius a has for th e Eon modes th e same propagating constant and therefore the sam e fi eld characteri tic imp edance as a homogeneous waveguide with the inner radius a*, if
* ( f30a D]
. d) a= a l -X5n D, + D2tanf3o . 
. Appendix. Equation for Calculation of the Eigenvalue koa
According to [7] part B , eqs (18) to ( there r esults then from the eqs (83) and (84) where Za . Z E P tan P E cl -l -= .7 -
Zo Zo P + tan PEd
Dnder the assumption of the in equality (15) eq (27) is obtained from eq (88).
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The eqs (83) and (84) A very similar equation may be obtained from the results of Wait [11] for a corrugated cylinder excited by a dipole. 
Principal Symbols
